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 Joint School of Nanoscience and Nanoengineering 
 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
 
Explosive growth in fundamental research, development and commercialization of nanocsience and 
nanoengineering is affecting almost every existing industrial sector worldwide.  These evolving fields are seen as 
providing stepping-stones to technical advancements that will positively impact the economy, workforce, existing 
industries and society.  Although these nascent nanoscale technologies are still largely experimental, their growth 
path is similar to that of the now maturing biotech industry, which has established a significant record of 
accomplishment for product approval and manufacturing. 
 
North Carolina is among the leading states in the quality of its research base in nanotechnology.  Companies in 
the areas of the life sciences, energy, automotive and agriculture are integrating nanotechnology and nanoscience 
into their existing products as well developing new ones. Nanoscale technology is an enabling technology, useful 
when it is adapted to enhance existing products or processes, thus creating a nucleus for maintaining an 
environment in which cutting-edge research is translated into new technology (A Roadmap for Nanotechnology in 
North Carolina’s 21st Century Economy, 2006). 
 
Since the overall body of knowledge in nanoscience and nanoengineering is critical to future scientific 
innovations, it is necessary for industry and academia to work in concert to steer the direction of research to 
enable faster returns on innovations.  This necessitates a two-way exchange of knowledge:  high tech companies 
educate academic researchers about entrepreneurship and academic researchers share their fundamental research 
knowledge and accomplishments with industry.  This exchange will generate a new breed of undergraduate and 
graduate students for the millennium workforce.   
 
In order to meet the state’s increasing need for a well-educated, prepared workforce in nanoscience and 
nanoengineering, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University (NCA&TSU) and The University of 
North Carolina at Greensboro (UNCG) have proposed to establish a Joint School of Nanoscience and 
Nanoengineering (JSNN) to be located at the South Campus of the Gateway University Research Park, the joint 
millennial campus of NCA&TSU and UNCG.   Like other academic units of the two institutions, the School’s 
Director/Dean and the faculty will be responsible for developing and offering academic programs, conducting 
research, and engaging in educational and economic development activities.  For example, the JSNN will offer an 
interdisciplinary Ph.D. program and a Professional Science Master’s program in Nanoscience and 
Nanoengineering. 
 
The Joint School of Nanoscience and Nanoengineeering will shape the future of Greensboro and the Piedmont 
Triad by positioning these areas at the cutting-edge of some of the most exciting developments in the sciences and 
engineering in the 21st century.  It will be one of the most stimulating opportunities in the history of the area and 
will serve as a national model for collaboration between two institutions, one an historical black institution and 
the other an historical white institution.  It represents the type of innovative, collaborative thinking necessary to 
move the Piedmont Triad from a manufacturing-based to a knowledge-based economy.  This joint venture has the 
potential to unify the community around an economic development initiative as never before. 
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